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In life science researches, we use many animals for studying biology, psychology or for 
developing new therapies or medicines. In these researches, observing the behaviors of the animals 
is a crucial and hard-working step to get the data which is needed for answering research questions. 
Therefore, it’s necessary to have a reliably automated behavior recognition system to delegate these 
works to computers to not only eliminate the limitation of human assessments but also make the 
experiments easier to reproduce. In recent years, with the great increasing in computing power and 
the introducing of effective algorithms, deep learning has been successfully applied to many 
application fields, especially in computer vision. With the introduction of deep learning techniques, 
computers are gradually replacing human in many tasks, such as object detection, pose estimation or 
action recognition. Therefore, in this research, we studied to apply deep learning models in solving 
mouse behavior recognition problems to help to create such reliably automated mouse behavior 
recognition systems. And in order to solve the scarcity of training data for mouse behavior 
recognition problems, we proposed a method that not require a large amount annotated mouse 
behavior data to train deep learning models for mouse behavior recognition tasks. In our method, we 
utilize pre-trained deep learning models from human action recognition tasks. In the first step, we 
fine-tune these pre-trained models using the largest of the current publicly available mouse behavior 
datasets to give the models some knowledge about recognizing mouse behaviors. Then, we use data 
which we have annotated from our specific swimming mouse behavior recognition tasks to train 
these models again to get models that could solve our specific swimming mouse behavior recognition 
problems. Because the fine-tuned models after the first step have learned the knowledge about mouse 
behaviors, we do not need a large amount of data to train them for our specific tasks in the second 
step. By applying our proposed method, in a side view swimming mouse behavior recognition task, 
we achieved a prediction accuracy of 92.14%, and in a top view swimming mouse behavior 
recognition task, we achieved a prediction accuracy of 85.38%. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
In this chapter, I will briefly introduce the background of action recognition and animal behavior 
recognition tasks. Then, I will present the objectives and the contributions of this research. And 
finally, I will show how this thesis is organized. 
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1.1 Action Recognition 
In the beginning of 21st century, we are witnessing great developments of many new 
technologies, especially in computer science. Nowadays, computers can assist human in many tasks, 
one of them is action recognition. As defined in Wikipedia, action recognition is a task of recognizing 
the actions of one or more agents from a series of observations on their actions and their surrounding 
environmental conditions. 
 
Figure 1.1 Action Recognition System 
For example, in a surveillance system such as a speed violation detection system, the system 
observes cars on the street by using cameras to record the street footage. Then a computer system 
will analyze the footage and determine if there are any speed violation  of the agents on the street, 
and even can detect the location of the action (exactly which agents) on the scene. The example of a 
speed violation detection system is illustrated in the Figure 1.2 below. 
 
Figure 1.2 Speed Violation Detection System. Adapted from 
https://twitter.com/dtptraffic/status/950729828331737088 
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The cameras of the speed violation detection system will record the footage of vehicles on 
the road. Then the recorded data will send to a computer system to analyze and report to police 
officers if there are any vehicle that violate the limited speed. 
An action recognition system can have observation inputs from many sources. The 
observation inputs may from sensors such as accelerometer, gyroscope, or from recorded footage of 
one or more cameras. 
 
Figure 1.3 An example of sensor-based action recognition system. Adapted from the paper 
of L. Liu, et al. [1] 
 The Figure 1.3 above shows an action recognition system using signals from accelerometer 
and gyroscope of a smart phone as observation inputs to recognize the action of the person wearing 
the device. The signal recorded from the sensors when the person performing an action will be 
processed to determine which action the person are performing. 




Figure 1.4 An example of action recognition from videos. Adapted from the paper of P. C. 
Ribeiro, et al. [2] 
 In another example, as shown in the Figure 1.4 above, the system extracts some features 
from video’s scenes inputs to determine what the person in the video is doing. 
 In this research, we focus on the action recognition from videos tasks. In these tasks, the 
observation inputs are videos or sequence of images. The computer system will extract important 
information from these inputs, for example the spatial information such as location of objects or 
agents in each scene (image) and the contextual information such as changing of shape and position 
of objects or agents in successive scenes. The illustration of the system is shown in the Figure 1.5 
below. 
  




Figure 1.5 Action recognition from videos  
1.2 Objectives 
In many researches, observing the behaviors of the animals is a crucial step to get the data 
which is needed for answering research questions. But watching and annotating the behaviors of 
these animals in hours of video clips are hard works. Therefore, it’s necessary to have a reliably 
automated behavior recognition system to delegate these works to computers. With a well-performed 
system, we could not only solve the problem of the limitation of human assessments but also make 
the experiments easier to reproduce. In this research, we study to create high-accuracy systems for 
mouse behavior recognition using deep learning models. 
1.3 Contributions  
In this research, we have: 
 Proposed a method to apply deep learning models to mouse behavior recognition 
problems. Our proposed method can solve the lacking of data in training deep learning 
models for mouse behavior recognition problems. 
 Investigated the two current state-of-the-art deep learning models for human action 
recognition in applying to mouse behavior recognition problems. 
 Improved behavior recognition accuracy in the largest publicly available mouse 
behavior recognition dataset. 
1.4 Thesis organization 
 This thesis contains 6 chapter: 
 Chapter 1 will briefly introduce the background of action recognition and animal 
behavior recognition tasks. The objectives, contributions and the organization of this 
research will also be presented in this chapter. 
 Chapter 2 will present some background knowledge about machine learning. Then 
it will describe about deep learning and deep learning techniques we used in this 
research. It will also explain about transfer learning technique, which is used deal 
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with the scarcity of training data to improve the performance of deep learning 
models. And finally, it show some examples about implementing deep learning 
models in TensorFlow framework. 
 Chapter 3 will introduce about human action recognition problems and two current 
state of the art deep learning models in human action recognition. 
 Chapter 4 will introduce about a mouse behavior recognition problem. Then it will 
show some previous attempts of create an automated mouse behavior recognition 
system and present our approaches to this problem. And finally, some experiments 
we have conducted to evaluate our proposed method will be described in this chapter. 
 Chapter 5 will introduce the swimming mouse behavior recognition tasks that we 
used to test the applicable of our proposed method to other mouse behavior 
recognition experiments. It will describe how we prepare data and conduct 
experiments. The result of our experiments will also present in this chapter. 
 Chapter 6 will present the summary the accomplished works in our research. It will 
also show some ideas for future works to improve performances of our proposed 
method. 
  










Chapter 2 Machine learning and deep learning 
In this chapter, I will present some background knowledge about machine learning. Then I will 
describe about deep learning and deep learning techniques we used in this research. I will also 
explain about transfer learning technique, which is used deal with the scarcity of training data to 
improve the performance of deep learning models. And finally, I show some examples about 
implementing deep learning models in TensorFlow framework.  
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2.1 Machine learning 
2.1.1 Definition 
Since the 1940s of the 20th century, when the idea of artificial intelligence (AI) was first 
introduced, there are many techniques have been studied to create AI systems. Currently, the most 
efficient way to create AI system is applying machine learning. 
The definition of machine learning in Wikipedia is as below: 
 “Machine learning is the study of algorithms and mathematical models that computer 
systems use to progressively improve their performance on a specific task. Machine learning 
algorithms build a mathematical model of sample data, known as training data, in order to 
make predictions or decisions without being explicitly programmed to perform the task”. 
 
Figure 2.1 Applying machine learning to solve a problem 
 So in machine learning, we study computer algorithms that could give the computers the 
ability of learning from sample data to create mathematical model that could solve specific problems. 
With machine learning algorithms, we can create computer systems which can learn to solve specific 
problems from sample data by itself. 
2.1.2 Methods 
There are several criteria to categorize machine learning algorithms, and one of the most 
popular way is categorizing machine learning algorithms by the way we build/train  mathematical 
models. So the machine learning algorithms can be categorized into 4 main categories: supervised 
learning, unsupervised learning, semi-supervised learning, and reinforcement learning. 




Figure 2.2 Types of machine learning algorithms 
 The first category is supervised learning. In supervised learning algorithms, we use training 
data (sample data) that contain both the inputs and the desired outputs to build/train mathematical 
models. Some popular supervised learning algorithms are Naïve Bayes, Nearest Neighbor, Decision 
Trees, Random Forest, Linear Regression, Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machines, and 
Neural Networks. And these algorithms are usually used to solve the classification and regression 
problems. 
The second category is unsupervised learning. Unsupervised learning algorithms are 
algorithms that using data that contain only inputs to build mathematical models. These algorithms 
can learn from the data that have not been labeled to find the structure of the data. Therefore, these 
algorithms are used for clustering or dimensionality reduction problems. 
The third category is semi-supervised learning. The semi-supervised learning algorithms are 
the combination of both supervised learning and unsupervised learning algorithms. In semi-
supervised learning algorithms, we use both data that contain only inputs and data that contain inputs 
and desired outputs to train the mathematical models. In many cases, the first step is using the data 
that contain only inputs to initialize the models, this step is called pre-training. The purpose of using 
data that contain only inputs to pre-train the models is to make the models become easier to train 
using the data that contain inputs and desired outputs. These algorithms are usually applied for 
problems that have large amount of unlabeled data and small amount of labeled data. 
And the final category is reinforcement learning. The approach to build models of the 
algorithms in this category is a little bit different from the algorithms of other categories. Instead of 
learning from data, these algorithms try to take actions in an environment that maximize some reward 
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for these actions. These algorithms are applied in many fields, such as creating game agents or self-
driving vehicles. 
2.1.3 The process of applying machine learning algorithms 
 
Figure 2.3 The process of applying machine learning algorithms 
 The Figure 2.3 above shows a general process of applying machine learning algorithms to 
solve problems. There are 5 steps in the process: 
 Step 1: Gathering data 
 Step 2: Preprocessing the gathered data 
 Step 3: Choosing and training a model 
 Step 4: Evaluating the model 
 Step 5: Improve the performance of the system 
In the first step, we collect sample data of the problem we want to apply machine learning 
algorithms to. Depend on the problem, the data could be texts, images or audios. For example, in a 
spam mail filter problem, the data should be emails (include subject, sender, content, and other 
information) and labels that specify the emails are spam a mail or not. But in a face recognition 
problem, the collected data could be images and labels which specify that the images are human face 
images or not. 
The second step is the step at which we try to prepare the collected data in the most effective 
form for training the machine learning model that we will choose in the next step. In this step, we 
can perform some data cleaning methods to remove outlier or bad samples which could give bad 
effect to the model training process. We also can apply some feature extraction methods, feature 
selection methods and/or dimensionality reduction methods to get the best features for training the 
model in the next step. 
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The third step is choosing a machine learning algorithm to build a mathematical model from 
our collected and preprocessed data. There are several machine learning algorithms to choose from. 
Based on the complexity of the problem we want to solve and the type of the data that we prepared, 
we can propose an algorithm that may work well for our problem. After we chose an algorithm, we 
apply it to the data which we prepared to build a mathematical model. This model then can 
generate/predict a label/output for any input data. 
The forth step is evaluating the model that we have built in the third step. To evaluate the 
model, we use a new set of data that is disjoint with the data we used to train the model. We usually 
use method like cross-validation to create training set and test set from our collected data. 
 
Figure 2.4 10-fold cross-validation – an example of cross-validation methods 
And to measure the performance of the trained model, we can use several metrics, one of 
them is the accuracy of the prediction. As we known, the trained model from the third step can 
generate/predict a label for each sample from the test data. Then we can compare these 
generated/predicted labels with the actual/desired label of these samples. If the generated/predicted 
one is same as the actual/desired one, then it is counted as a true prediction, otherwise it is a false 
prediction. And the prediction accuracy of the model is the fraction of the number of true predictions 
over the total number of predictions. 
In the last step, we will try to fine-tune hyper-parameters of the algorithm we have chosen 
in the third step to get a model which has the best performance. Or we can even go back to the third 
step to choose another algorithm to see if it could perform better than the model we have. 
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2.2 Deep learning 
2.2.1 Definition 
According to Wikipedia, deep learning is a class of machine learning algorithms that have 
three properties: 
 Has multiple layers of nonlinear processing units for feature extraction and 
transformation 
 Learns in supervised and/or unsupervised manners 
 Learns multiple levels of representations 
Almost deep learning models are derived from neural network architectures. These models 
use multiple layers, and each layer contains nonlinear processing units called neurons. The 
units/neurons from a layer connect to the output from units of the previous layer and use these output 
as the input and transform them using nonlinear functions called activation functions to extract 
features from the input. One reason that these models are called deep models because other machine 
learning models usually have only one layer of linear/nonlinear processing units, but deep learning 
models always have more than one layer. In the Figure 2.5 below is an example of a deep learning 
model called fully connected neural network. The network has 1 input layer, 6 hidden layers and 1 
output layer. 
 
Figure 2.5 An example of a fully connected neural network 
Because deep learning is a class of machine learning algorithms, we can train deep learning 
models using supervised learning, unsupervised learning, semi-supervised learning or reinforcement 
learning techniques. 
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And one property that makes deep learning algorithms become special from other machine 
learning algorithms is with multiple layers of nonlinear processing units deep learning models can 
extract features with multiple levels of abstraction. For example, in the application of deep learning 
models in face recognition problem, a deep learning model called convolutional neural network can 
extract from the input image the features from low level of abstraction to high level of abstraction. 
In the first layer, the extracted features are edges with different angles. In next layer, by combining 
the features extracted from the previous layer, more complex features like corners or contours are 
extracted. Then these features are used to build more complex features like eyes, nose, mouth or ears. 
And in final layer, features which look-like human faces are extracted. The example of features 
extracted by a convolutional neural network for face recognition problem is shown in Figure 2.6 
below. 




Figure 2.6 Features extracted by a convolutional neural network for face recognition. 
Adapted from Andrew Ng’s lecture of deep learning in 2013 
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2.2.2 Convolutional neural network 
Convolutional neural network is a type of artificial neural networks which utilizes 
convolutional layers to extract features from input data. Architecture of a convolutional neural 
network is usually a cascade of convolutional layers follow by pooling layers which are used for 
feature extraction, and near the output layer are fully-connected layers working as a classifier. An 
example of a convolutional neural network is shown in Figure 2.7 below. 
 
Figure 2.7 An example of a convolutional neural network for object detection. Adapted 
form https://towardsdatascience.com/build-your-own-convolution-neural-network-in-5-
mins-4217c2cf964f 
Convolutional layers in a convolutional neural network extract features from input by using 
convolutional filters. These filters are matrices, and by apply convolution operation to input data 
with convolution kernels are these filter matrices, output will be new data which contain extracted 
features. For example, in the Figure 2.8 below, we can see that by applying an edge detection filter 
we can extract edges features from an input image. 
 
Figure 2.8 Edge detection using convolution operation. Adapted from 
https://developer.nvidia.com/discover/convolution 
 Convolution is an operation that combines two pieces of information, in this case are the 
input image and the convolution kernel, to form the output image (or feature map). In Figure 2.9 
below is the illustration of the convolution operation. 




Figure 2.9 Convolution operation. Adapted from https://medium.freecodecamp.org/an-
intuitive-guide-to-convolutional-neural-networks-260c2de0a050 
Following convolutional layers in a convolutional neural network are pooling layers. These 
layers are used to reduce the effect of position variation of object in the input images and also reduce 
the size of the network without effect to the performance of the network. An illustration of a max-
pooling operation is shown in Figure 2.10 below. 
 
Figure 2.10 Max-pooling operation. Adapted from https://medium.freecodecamp.org/an-
intuitive-guide-to-convolutional-neural-networks-260c2de0a050 
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2.2.3 Regularization techniques 
In machine learning models, especially in deep learning models, there are too many 
parameters to be trained. Therefore, these models are easily become too fitted to training data but fail 
to predict in test data, this problem is called overfitting. To solve the overfitting problem, there are 
several methods to set some penalties to the adjusting of the parameters when training the models, 
or to introduce some randomness to the models so that it will not arbitrarily fit to the training data. 
One of the regularization methods is L2 regularization, which introduces a L2 penalty term 
to the cost function of the network. As shown in Figure 2.11 below, by adding ||w||2 term, it will 
prevent the value the parameters w of the network become too large, therefore reduce the complexity 
of the model to prevent overfitting problem. 
 
Figure 2.11 L2 regularization. Adapted from 
https://www.analyticsvidhya.com/blog/2018/04/fundamentals-deep-learning-
regularization-techniques/ 
 Another technique is dropout, which is used to introduce some randomness to the prediction 
of the model so that it will not only learn to generate outputs of training data but it will learn some 
general idea of how to generate good predictions. This method introduces randomness to the model 
by randomly remove some neurons from the fully-connected layers of the network in each training 
step. An illustration of the dropout technique is shown in Figure 2.12 below. 
 
Figure 2.12 Dropout technique. Adapted from the paper of N. Srivastava, et al. [3] 
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2.3 Transfer learning 
In supervised learning application such as action recognition, to train a model we need to 
prepare data with labels. But these labeled data are usually not available in a large amount because 
of the costly of the labeling process. This lack of training data is a big problem, especially in applying 
deep learning models, because we need extensive amount of data to effectively training these models. 
There are several methods to deal with this problem, such as data augmentation, semi-
supervised learning or transfer learning. In transfer learning, we using the knowledge which is 
learned while solving one problem and apply it to a different but related problem to improve the 
performance of the models on the second problem. 
 
Figure 2.13 An example of transfer learning. Adapted from 
https://www.datasciencecentral.com/profiles/blogs/transfer-learning-deep-learning-for-
everyone 
In the Figure 2.7 above is an example of apply transfer learning for PASCAL object detection 
problem [4]. Because we only have a small amount of labeled data in PASCAL dataset, it is hard to 
train a good deep learning model using only this data. Since we have the ImageNet data [5] which is 
also object detection dataset with a larger amount of labeled data, we can apply transfer learning 
technique in this situation to improve the performance of deep learning models in PASCAL dataset. 
2.4 TensorFlow framework 
Recently, there are several frameworks which help the process of implementing deep 
learning models and other machine learning models become easier. One of these frameworks is 
TensorFlow framework, which is developed by Google and is current most popular framework for 
implementing deep learning.   
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2.4.1 Data input pipeline 
In TensorFlow framework, the simplest way to prepare data and feed it to deep learning 
models is loading the whole data into the computer memory (RAM) and feed it to the models using 
feed_dict procedure. But this method is only applicable for small datasets which the whole data can 
be loaded into the computer memory. For large datasets such as images or videos datasets, we cannot 
load the whole data into memory, therefore TensorFlow has a procedure called data input pipeline to 
efficiently load, prepare and feed part of the data to the deep learning models 
 The training input pipeline is a 3 steps process: 
 Step 1 – Extract: Read the data stored in persistent storage (hard driver) into 
memory. 
 Step 2 – Transform: Preprocess the read data. For example, with image data, we 
can apply some data augmentation method such as flips, rotation, and random crop. 
 Step 3 – Load: Load the data into GPU memory to be ready for feeding to models. 
In TensorFlow framework, we can input data using objects of the tf.data.Dataset class. 
In a pipelining manner, the process of preparing the data in step 1 and step 2 can be done in 
parallel with the process of training the models using the loaded data from step 3. An example of the 
data input pipeline is shown in Figure 2.8 below and we can implement this pipelining mechanism 
using the tf.data.Dataset.prefetch transformation. 
 
Figure 2.14 Data input pipeline. Adapted from 
https://www.tensorflow.org/guide/performance/datasets 
 To optimize the idle time of GPU/TPU (red color time in Figure 2.8) we can also parallelize 
data extraction and data transformation step performed in CPU. To implement parallel data extraction 
we can use the tf.contrib.data.parallel_interleave transformation. And to implement parallel data 
transformation we can use the tf.contrib.data.map_and_batch transformation. 




Figure 2.15 An example of the effect of applying parallel data extraction and parallel data 
transformation. Adapted from https://www.tensorflow.org/guide/performance/datasets 
 An example of the effect of applying parallel data extraction and parallel data transformation 
is shown in Figure 2.9. We can see that by applying the parallel data extraction mechanism and 
parallel data transformation mechanism, the idle time is significantly reduced. 
The python source code below shows an example (or a template) of implementing data input 
pipeline for preparing images data to feed into deep learning models. In this example, we assume 
that the images data are stored in hard driver in TensorFlow’s TFRecord format in 
“/path/to/dataset/train-*.tfrecord” file. And in this file, each sample contains a string as the path to 
an image file and its respective label in an integer number format. 
def parse_fn(example): 
 example_fmt = { 
"image" : tf.FixedLengthFeature((), tf.string, 
""), 
  "label" " tf.FixedLengthFeature((), tf.int64, -1) 
 }  
 parsed = tf.parse_single_example(example, example_fmt) 
 image = tf.image.decode_image(parsed["image"]) 
 image = _augment_helper(image) 
 return image, parsed["label"] 
  
def input_fn(): 






 dataset = files.interleave(tf.data.TFRecordDataset) 
dataset = 
dataset.shuffle(buffer_size=FLAGS.shuffle_buffer_size) 
 dataset = dataset.map(map_func=parse_fn) 
 dataset = dataset.batch(batch_size=FLAGS.batch_size) 
 return dataset 
  
2.4.2 Build and train models with Keras 
In TensorFlow framework, there is a high-level API (Application Programming Interface) 
called Keras which help us to easily build and train deep learning models. 
There are two ways of build a model using Keras. For simple models which are only a stack 
of layers we can use the tf.keras.Sequential class. For more complicated models such as models that 
have multi-input, multi-output, shared layers or non-sequential data flows, we have to use Keras 
function API. 
 To build a simple model using tf.keras.Sequential class, first we declare a model variable 
as an object of tf.keras.Sequential class. 
model = tf.keras.Sequential() 
Then we can stack layers that available from tf.keras.layers by using model.add() function. 
For example, if we want to build a fully-connected neural network which contains 2 hidden layers 




 To build more complicated models we have to use Keras functional API. In this method, 
we use layers form tf.keras.layers as callable functions which receive previous layer instance as an 
argument. The example code of building a same fully-connected neural network as the example of 
using tf.keras.Sequential class above by using Keras functional API is shown below:  
inputs = tf.keras.Input(shape=(32,)) 
x = tf.keras.layers.Dense(64, activation=’relu’)(inputs) 
x = tf.keras.layers.Dense(64, activation=’relu’)(x) 
predictions = 
tf.keras.layers.Dense(10,activation=’softmax’)(x) 
model = tf.keras.Model(inputs=inputs, outputs=predictions) 
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 To train the created model we have to declare an optimizer which specifies the training 
procedure, a loss function which is needed to minimize during training, and a metric to measure the 




 Then to start the training process, we use the model.fit() function, and give the function 
arguments which specify input data, output labels, training batch size and number of epochs. An 
example is shown below: 
model.fit(data, labels, batch_size=32, epochs=5) 
After training the model, we can evaluate it performance using model.predict() function to 
generate output labels of test data or using model.evaluate() function. 
model.predict(test_data) 
or model.evalute(test_data, test_label) 
And finally, to save and restore a model to or from hard driver we can use one of the methods 
below: 
 Weights only: 
model.save_weights(‘./weights/model’) 
model.load_weights(‘./weights/model’) 
 Entire model: 
model.save(‘model.h5’) 
model.load(‘model.h5’) 
 Using tf.train.Saver 
sess = tf.Session() 
saver = tf.train.Saver(variable_dict) 
saver.save(sess, ‘/path/model.ckpt’) 
saver.restore(sess, ‘/path/model.ckpt’)   











Chapter 3 Human action recognition 
In this chapter, I will introduce about human action recognition problems and two current state of 
the art deep learning models in human action recognition. 
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3.1 Human action recognition 
Recently, with the amazing performance of deep learning in image representation, there are 
many research of applying deep learning techniques to human action recognition tasks. Some of the 
popular deep learning architectures for human action recognition are shown in Figure 3.1 below. 
 
Figure 3.1 Some action recognition models’ architectures [6] 
3.2 I3D models 
The I3D model is currently one of the best models for human action recognition tasks. This 
model was first introduced in the paper of J. Carreira and A. Zisserman [6]. It implements an inflated 
version of the inception module architecture [7]. This architecture helps the model go larger but do 
not exponentially increase its number of parameters. An example of inflated inception architecture 
is shown in Figure 3.2 below. 




Figure 3.2 An example of inflated inception module 
The most important features of inception module are the utilization of the combined effects 
of filters of different sizes and pooling kernels all in one layer; and the usage of 1 × 1 convolutional 
filters which not only help to reduce the number of parameters but also introduce new combinations 
of features to its next layers. 
The I3D models are derived from Inception-V1 models [7]. To benefit from the 2D 
architecture, all filters and pooling kernels of 2D models were inflated to 3D by endowing them with 
an additional temporal dimension, i.e. N × N filters become N × N × N filters. Then, the weights of 
2D filters are repeated N times along the temporal dimension to bootstrap parameters from pre-
trained 2D models to the 3D models. The detail of the architecture of the I3D model we used in this 
research is shown in Figure 3.3 below. 




Figure 3.3 The I3D model’s architecture 
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3.3 R(2+1)D models 
The R(2+1)D model was introduced in the paper of D. Tran, et al. [8]. It implements a 3D 
version of the residual module architecture [9]. This architecture allows the model to go deeper by 
solving the vanishing of information when training deep models. The 3D residual module 
architecture is shown in Figure 3.4 below. 
 
Figure 3.4 Architecture of 3D residual module 
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The R(2+1)D models are derived from 2D versions [10] by replacing each 2D convolutional 
layer by two 3D convolutional layers, one for 2D image dimensions which have filters with size 1 × 
N × N and one for the time dimension which has filters with size M × 1 × 1. In some layers of the 
R(2+1)D models, to keep the total number of parameter to be the same as the 2D versions, the number 
of filter in these layers are calculated using the formula shown in Figure 2. The detail of the 
architecture of the R(2+1)D model we used in this research is shown in Figure 3.5 below. 




Figure 3.5 The R(2+1)D model’s architecture 
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3.4 Two-stream fusion 
As discussed in the paper of J. Carreira and A. Zisserman [6], although I3D models can learn 
motion features from RGB input videos, using optical-flow inputs can introduce some recurrent sense 
to the models and significantly improved the performances. 
The graph in Figure 3.6 below shows how two streams, RGB and optical flow are used to 
generate the output of the models. 
 












Chapter 4 Mouse behavior recognition 
In this chapter, I will introduce about a mouse behavior recognition problem. I will show some 
previous attempts of create an automated mouse behavior recognition system and present our 
approaches to this problem. And finally, I will describe some experiments we have conducted to 
evaluate our proposed method. 
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4.1 Mouse behavior recognition 
Mice are one of the most used animals in life science research. According to the annual 
statistics of scientific procedures on living animals of Great Britain in 2017, there were about 2.78 
million of mice used to conduct research experiments in Great Britain in 2017. 
 
Figure 4.1 Number of animals used to conduct research experiments in Great Britain in 
2017. Adapted from 
http://www.understandinganimalresearch.org.uk/news/communications-media/animal-
research-numbers-in-2017/ 
In many researches, observing the behaviors of the animals is a crucial step to get the data 
which is needed for answering research questions. But watching and annotating the behaviors of 
these animals in hours of video clips are hard works. Therefore, it’s necessary to have a reliably 
automated behavior recognition system to delegate these works to computers. With a well-performed 
system, we could not only solve the problem of the limitation of human assessments but also make 
the experiments easier to reproduce. 
 In the research of H. Jhuang, et al. [10], they introduced a problem of neurobehavioral 
analysis of mouse phenotypes by monitoring of mouse behavior over long periods of time. In order 
to train a computer vision system to automatically analyze mouse behaviors, they have created a 
dataset of example videos of different mouse behaviors. To create the dataset, Jhuang and his colleges 
have recorded over 10 hours of videos of single housed mice in their transparent home cages from a 
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perpendicular angle to the side of the cages using a consumer grade camera. For creating a various 
environment for the recorded data, they varied the position of light sources and use mice of different 
size, gender, and coat color. An example of recorded scenes is shown in Figure 3.2 below. 
 
Figure 4.2 An example scene of recoded videos when a mouse was drinking water. 
From the recorded videos, they have annotated 8 types of behavior: drinking, eating, 
grooming, hanging, rearing, walking, resting and micro-movements of the head. The description of 
the behaviors is shown in Table 1. 
No. Behavior name Description 
1 drink The mouse drinks water from the water-feed nipple. 
2 eat The mouse eats food from the food-feed door. 
3 groom The mouse grooms its coat. 
4 hang The mouse hangs on the top of the cage. 
5 micro-movement The mouse slightly moves its head around. 
6 rear The mouse rears on the side of the cage. 
7 rest The mouse stays stable or sleeps. There is no movement at all. 
8 walk The mouse walks or runs inside the cage. 
Table 1. Behaviors’ description 
Among totally more than 9,000 annotated short clips, only 4,200 clips that are most 
unambiguous were selected to create a subset called ‘clipped database’. It includes about 285,000 
frames and corresponds to about 2.5 hours of recorded videos. In this research, in order to properly 
evaluate the performance of the models, we decided to use only this subset to eliminate the 
ambiguous in the data that even human cannot declare. 
Because of the living habit of mice, there are some behaviors that happed less than other 
behaviors, such as drinking, walking or micro-movement. So the dataset is a little bit imbalance, and 
we can see it from the distribution of number of frame for each behavior in the graph in Figure 3.3 
below. 




Figure 4.3 Distribution of number of frames for each behavior 
And some example scenes of the 8 behaviors are shown in Figure 3.4 below. 




Figure 4.4 Example scenes of the 8 behaviors 
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4.2 Related works 
There are some studies reported works in creating systems to automatically recognize mouse 
behaviors. In the paper of H. Jhuang, et al. [10], they created a system contains two modules: a feature 
extraction module and a classification module as shown in Figure 3.5 below. 
 
Figure 4.5 The automated mouse behavior recognition system from the research of H. 
Jhuang, et al. [10]  
In the feature extraction module, for each frame, they calculated the mouse’s position and 
velocity based features and combined them with motion features which are extracted from the 
adjacent frames using an algorithm from [11]. These features then fed into an SVMHMM (Support 
Vector Machine – Hid-den Markov Models) [12] to assess the action in the frame.  
In another research [13], Jiang J. et al. also used a similar approach but with a different 
feature extractor and classifier. For the feature extraction module, they detected interest points using 
a modified version of the algorithm from [14], then they extracted contextual and visual features 
from these points. And they fed these extracted features into a shallow neural network that has only 
one hidden layer to assess the actions in the frames. The changes in the feature extraction method 
and the classification algorithm slightly improved the performance of the system in comparison to 
the previous paper. The architecture of the system is shown in Figure 3.6 below. 




Figure 4.6 The architecture of the mouse behavior recognition system in the research of Z. 
Jiang, et al. [13]   
In both above systems, the researcher used the same system architecture which contains a 
feature extraction module and a classification module. The architecture is shown in Figure 3.7 below. 
 
Figure 4.7 Two-module architecture of an action recognition system 
And from the above research we can see that the design of the feature extraction module can 
affect the performance of the whole system. However, creating good feature extractors is not an easy 
task. It requires much expert knowledge and carefulness and it is not always success. And the abilities 
of these created systems are very limited to the problems they were designed to solve. For example, 
an automated mouse behavior recognition system may not work well in a raccoon behavior 
recognition task, although the two animals are sharing many similarities in their appearance. 
4.3 Our proposed method 
We propose a method of using deep learning models which have the ability of automatically 
learning to extract useful features from given data. Because of having this ability, deep learning 
models are widely used in many application fields from computer vision, speech recognition to 
natural language processing and often become state-of-the-art models in the field them applied to. 
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And we can use the same models for tasks that have similarities without significant changes in the 
architecture of the models. 
But it is not easy to apply deep learning models for whatever tasks we have because these 
models have too many parameters that it requires an extensive amount of data to train these 
parameters. And it is one of the reasons why deep learning models have very high performances in 
human action recognition tasks but not well-studied in applying to animal behavior recognition tasks. 
To deal with the scarcity of training data, we did not train the models from randomly-initialized 
parameters but we used the parameters that were pre-trained on human action recognition tasks. By 
doing so, we can transfer knowledge that related to action recognition from human’s tasks to the new 
models [15], therefore we can reduce the amount of data needed for training. 
The diagram of applying our proposed method is shown in Figure 4.8 below. 
 
Figure 4.8 Our proposed method for applying deep learning models to mouse behavior 
recognition 
4.4 Experiments and Results 
We investigated two current state-of-the-art human action recognition deep learning models 
in applying to a mouse behavior recognition task. The two models we investigated are the Two-
Stream Inflated 3D ConvNets (I3D) [6] and R(2+1)D models [8]. 
For both models, we used 16 successive frames as an input (current frame, its 8 previous 
frames and its 7 next frames). To initialize parameters of the model, for the I3D models, we used 
weights from model-checkpoints that were pre-trained on ImageNet data [5]; and for the R(2+1)D 
models, we used weights from model-checkpoints that were pre-trained on Sport1M [16] and 
Kinetics data [17]. To fine-tune the models, we used momentum optimizer from the TensorFlow 
framework with momentum value equal to 0.9 and a learning rate start from 1e-3 and decay to 5e-5 
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after several thousands of iterations. We also used dropout in fully connected layers with keep-
probability of 36% to reduce the effect of overfitting when fine-tuning the models. 
Because frames of the dataset come from 12 different videos, we used leave-one-videos-out 
cross-validation to properly evaluate the performance of the models. For each video, we used all the 
frames extracted from it as testing data and all the frames extracted from the other videos as train 
data. We used the train data to fine-tune the models and used the fine-tuned models to predict labels 
for testing data. Then we count the total number of true and false prediction and calculate the 
accuracy. 
In order to well exploit the data, we used the same data augmentation method that used in 
the research of Carreira, J. and Zisserman, A. [6]. Each frame in the mouse behavior dataset has a 
size of 320x240 pixels. For the I3D model, we resized them to size 255x255 pixels. Then we 
randomly crop them to a size of 224x224 pixels and randomly horizontal flip them to create input 
frames. For R2plus1D model, we resize the images to 128x128 pixels then randomly crop them to a 
size of 112x112 pixels. This data augmentation method helps us to increase the accuracy of prediction 
of about 3%. 
For generating optical-flow data from RGB data, we used the implementation of the TV-L1 
algorithm from the research of [18] in OpenCV library. For each RGB frame, we input to the 
algorithm its previous frame and itself and the algorithm outputs one optical-flow frame that has the 
same size as the inputs and contains two channels for horizontal and vertical movements respectively. 
To investigate the effects of RGB data fine-tuned models and optical-flow fine-tuned models in 
prediction performances, we experimented various fusion ratio of the two models by setting different 
values for rgb_weight and flow_weight in the Two-stream fusion module. For example, if only using 
30% of RGB data fine-tuned model's output and 70% of optical-flow data fine-tuned model's output 
then rgb_weight is set to 0.3 and flow_weight is set to 0.7. 
Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 show confusion matrixes of true and false prediction ratio of 
behaviors in combinations of rgb_weight and flow_weight. And Figure 4.11 below shows the results 
of using different fusion ratio of RGB and optical-flow data fine-tuned models on accuracies of 
prediction of each behavior. 




Figure 4.9 Confusion matrices of I3D model with different fusion ratios 




Figure 4.10 Confusion matrices of R(2+1)D model with different fusion ratios 




Figure 4.11 Accuracies of the prediction of I3D model and R(2+1)D model for each 
behavior with different fusion ratios  




In Figure 4.11, we can see that for “drink” behaviors, combinations with more portion of 
RGB fi-ne-tuned models have better performance than combinations with more portion of optical-
flow fi-ne-tuned models for both I3D models and R2+1D models. And the performance of R(2+1)D 
models are better than the performance of the I3D models in this behaviors. In Figure 4.9 and Figure 
4.10, from confusion matrixes of both I3D model and R(2+1)D model, we can see that almost false 
predicted samples of “drink” behaviors are misclassified as “eat” behaviors. We can explain that as 
the water-feed nipple and food-feed door are quite close to each other; Sometimes the two behaviors 
look very similar and the dataset is also imbalanced with the ratio of the number of “drink” frames 
to the number of “eat” frames is about 1:6.85. Therefore, the models tend to predict “drink” behaviors 
as “eat” behaviors in many cases. It also explains why models fine-tuned using RGB data are more 
precise in distinguishing the two behaviors than models fine-tuned using optical-flow data. RGB data 
fine-tuned models can utilize the information of the mouse mouth contact with water-feed nipple or 
food-feed door. But this information is lost in optical-flow data because there is no motion of water-
feed nipple or food-feed door in the scenes.  
For “eat”, “groom”, “micro-movement”, “rear”, and “walk” behaviors, we can see that using 
a right combination of RGB data fine-tuned models and optical-flow data fine-tuned models give a 
better performance than using these models only. The R(2+1)D model outperforms I3D model in 
classifying “micro-movement” and “rear” behaviors but the I3D model is better in classifying “walk” 
behaviors. 
The two models work very well on classifying “hang” behaviors and their performances just 
slightly reduce when we use a high portion of optical-flow data fine-tuned models because of the 
lack of the mouse surrounding environment in the optical-flow data. 
And for the “rest” behaviors, it is easy to understand why using a high portion of optical-
flow data fine-tuned models give better performance as “rest” behaviors are different from other 
behaviors that they have no movement in the scenes. 
No Model Accuracy (%) 
1 MF+SVMHMM [10] 93.0 
2 FV+NN [13] 95.9 
3 I3D 96.9 
4 R(2+1)D 96.3 
Table 2. Comparison of performance of models 
 Overall, the two deep learning models we investigated in this research outperform the 
previous research model in the Mouse behavior dataset as shown in Table 2 above. The accuracies 
of the two models with different fusion ratio are shown in Figure 4.12 below. Both models have best 
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performances at fusion ratio of 40% RGB data fine-tuned models and 60% optical-flow data fine-
tuned models. The I3D model achieves 96.9% of accuracy and the R(2+1)D achieves 96.3% of 
accuracy. 
 
Figure 4.12 Accuracies of I3D models and R(2+1)D models with different fusion ratios 
 
  











Chapter 5 Swimming mouse behavior recognition tasks 
In this chapter, we will introduce the swimming mouse behavior recognition tasks that we used to 
test the applicable of our proposed method to other mouse behavior recognition experiments. We 
will describe how we prepare data and conduct experiments. The result of our experiments will also 
present in this chapter. 
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5.1 The force swim test 
The mouse forced swim tests are rodent behavioral tests used to study about antidepressant 
drugs, antidepressant efficacy of new compounds, and experimental manipulations aimed at 
preventing depressive-like states as described in the research of A. Can, et al. [19]. In the force swim 
tests, a mouse will be put in a transparent cylinder filled with water. Then we will observe the 
behaviors of the mouse for a period of time. The behaviors could be immobility or climbing as shown 
in an example in Figure 5.1 below. 
 
Figure 5.1 An example of mouse force swim test. Adapted from [20] 
5.2 Swimming mouse behavior recognition tasks  
To evaluate the efficiency of our method, we annotated two videos from mouse forced swim 
tests, each video has a length of about 5 minutes. The first video was recorded from a side view, for 
this video we annotated three behaviors: “swim”, “struggle” and “float”. The second video was 
recorded from a top view, and for this video, we annotated two behaviors: “mobile” and “immobile”. 
We showed an example scene of each video in Figure 5.2 below. 




Figure 5.2 Example scenes of side view test and top view test 
5.3 Method 
To achieve high prediction accuracy, the deep learning models have to learn the actions from 
thousands of minutes of annotated videos. Unfortunately, we do not usually have such extensive 
annotated datasets available to train these models for our specific experiments. In order to solve the 
scarcity of training data problem, we proposed a method that not require a large amount of training 
data to apply deep learning models to mouse behavior recognition tasks. In our method, we utilize 
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pre-trained deep learning models from human action recognition tasks. First, we fine-tune these 
models using the largest of the current publicly available mouse behavior datasets [10]. We use this 
step to give the models the knowledge about mouse behavior recognition tasks. Then, we use data of 
our specific tasks to train these models again to get the models we want. Because the fine-tuned 
models after the first step have learned knowledge about mouse behaviors, we do not need a large 
amount of data to train them for our specific tasks in the second step. The diagram of applying our 
proposed method is shown in Figure 5.3 below. 
 
Figure 5.3 Our proposed method to train deep learning models for swimming mouse 
behavior recognition tasks 
5.4 Experiments and results 
Because I3D model performed better than R(2+1)D model in mouse behavior recognition 
task as presented in Section 4, we only use I3D models for these experiments. We used 16 successive 
frames as an input (current frame, its 8 previous frames and its 7 next frames). To initialize 
parameters of the model, we used weights from model-checkpoints that were pre-trained on 
ImageNet data [5]. And to fine-tune the models, we used momentum optimizer from the TensorFlow 
framework with momentum value equal to 0.9 and a learning rate start from 1e-3 and decay to 5e-5 
after several thousands of iterations. We also used dropout in fully connected layers with keep-
probability of 36% to reduce the effect of overfitting when fine-tuning the models. 
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After the first step, we train two I3D models, one on RGB data from “clipped database” and 
the other on optical-flow data from “clipped database”. In the second step, we fine-tuned the two 
models using RGB data and optical-flow data from the swimming mouse behavior data that we have 
annotated. For generating optical-flow data from RGB data, we used the implementation of the TV-
L1 algorithm from the research of [18] in OpenCV library. 
In order to well exploit the data, we used the same data augmentation method that used in 
the research of Carreira, J. and Zisserman, A. [6]. Each frame in the mouse behavior dataset has a 
size of 320x240 pixels, we resized them to size 255x255 pixels. Then we randomly crop them to a 
size of 224x224 pixels and randomly horizontal flip them to create input frames. 
To test the effect of different fusion ratios of RGB data trained models and optical flow data 
trained models, we used two parameters flow_weight and rgb_weight, i.e. flow_weight = 0.3 then 
rgb_weight = 0.7 and it means the fusion ratio is 30% of optical flow data trained models and 70% 
of RGB data trained models. In our experiments we examined flow_weight values from 0 to 1 with 
a step of 0.1 and respectively with rgb_weight values equal to 1 - flow_weight values. 
To calculate the prediction accuracies of the models, we separated the data into 10 folds and 
conducted 10-fold cross-validation. The prediction accuracies of our method for each behavior with 
different fusion ratios in the side view data and the top view data are shown in Figure 5.4 and Figure 
5.5 below. 




Figure 5.4 Accuracies of the prediction of each behavior with different fusion ratios in the 
side view experiment 




Figure 5.5 Accuracies of the prediction of each behavior with different fusion ratios in the 
top view experiment 
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The confusion matrices of the models in the side view data for different fusion ratios are 
shown in Figure 5.6, and for the top view data, the confusion matrices are shown in Figure 5.7 below.  
 
Figure 5.6 Confusion matrices of predictions with different fusion ratios in the side view 
experiment 




Figure 5.7 Confusion matrices of prediction with different fusion ratios in the top view 
experiment 
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For the side view data, the models perform well on predicting “swim” and “float” behaviors 
but have some difficulty in predicting “struggle” behaviors. And for the top view data, the models 
have some problems in distinguishing “mobile” and “immobile” behaviors because in some 
“immobile” samples the water surface is still shaking as a result of the previous “mobile” behavior. 
So we may need more data to help the models understand these cases. 
In the side view swimming mouse behavior recognition task, our method achieved the best 
performance at the fusion ratio of 40% of optical flow data trained models and 60% of RGB data 
trained models with the prediction accuracy of 92.14%. And in the top view swimming mouse 
behavior recognition task, the best performance of our method is 85.38% of prediction accuracy with 
the fusion ratio of 70% of optical flow data trained models and 30% of RGB data trained models. 
  










Chapter 6 Summary and future work 
In this chapter, I summary the accomplished works in our research. And I also present some ideas 
for future works to improve performances of the models. 
  




In this research, we have studied to apply deep learning models to mouse behavior 
recognition problems. 
We investigated the performance of I3D model and R(2+1)D model, the two current state of 
the art deep learning models for human action recognition in the largest publicly available mouse 
behavior recognition dataset. The results showed that by applying the deep learning models we can 
outperform previous researches on this problem. 
We also proposed a method to apply deep learning models to other mouse behavior 
recognition tasks. And we have conducted experiments on two swimming mouse behavior 
recognition tasks. The results showed that by using our proposed method we can solve the scarcity 
of training data problem. 
6.2 Future work 
At first, we will try to improve the performance of our proposed method on the current 
problems. 
Then, we will attempt to create a framework to apply deep learning models to general mouse 
behavior recognition tasks and also for other specific mouse related experiments. 
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